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ABSTRACT

The FireFader is a simple haptic force-feedback device that
is optimized for introducing musician to haptics. It has one
degree of freedom and is based upon a mass-produced lin-
ear potentiometer fader coupled to a DC motor, also known
as a “motorized fader.” Lights are connected in parallel
with the motor to help visually communicate the strength
of the force. Compatible with OS X, Linux, and Windows,
the FireFader consists of only open-source hardwareand
software elements. Consequently, it is also relatively easy
for users to re-purpose it into new projects involving vary-
ing kinds and numbers of motors and sensors.

An open-source device driver for the FireFader allows it
to be linked to a laptop computer via USB so that the com-
puter can perform the feedback control calculations. For
example, the laptop can simulate the acoustics of a virtual
musical instrument to calculate the motor force as a func-
tion of the fader position. The serial connection over USB
causes delay of the control signal, but the serial connection
facilitates easier programming via the laptop, and the force
feedback can be disabled when the user is not touching the
fader. Some new devices derived from the FireFader de-
sign are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

While traditional musical instruments provide haptic touch-
oriented feedback, this kind of feedback is lacking in many
digital musical instruments. This is one reason why the
community is generally interested in endowing new digital
musical instruments with haptic feedback. Haptic feed-
back can take many forms [1], and one important form is
force feedback, which allows a user to interact kinestheti-
cally with a virtual mechanoacoustical system.

While considerable research has been carried out on
force feedback for musical systems [2,3], it has not trick-
led down into systems that are widely available to musi-
cians. One of the main reasons for this is that most prior
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force feedback systems were too expensive for most mu-
sicians. For example, the force-feedback devices from
Ergos Technologies are designed with the highest quality
musical applications in mind: the devices have a position
resolution of<1µm, mechanical bandwidth of 20kHz,
and maximum force of up to 200N.1 We would love to
teach workshops with them; however, they cost tens of
thousands of Euros, so they are beyond the cost of most
musicians’ budgets [2].

Force-feedback devices from Sensable Technologies are
less expensive. For example, the least expensive device
from Sensable is the Phantom Omni, which costs about
$1000 USD. However affordable this price may or may
not be, the devices from Sensable are designed with med-
ical applications in mind, such as surgery, and a musician
on stage may not be so interested in sitting at a table and
performing with a pen-like object.

For instructional purposes, several universities have made
simpler haptic force-feedback devices that are less expen-
sive [4]. The series of “Haptic Paddles” are single degree-
of-freedom devices based upon a cable connection to an
off-the-shelf DC motor. However, such designs are prob-
lematic because of the unreliable supply of surplus high-
performance DC motors [5]. We ourselves contacted four
companies selling DC motors with integrated sensors, and
we could not find a low-price motor of this type that was
always available new. Surplus motors can be obtained, for
instance from stock of old hard disks [6]; however, remov-
ing the motors from the disk drives themselves requires
some additional work. New, identical DC motors can be
ordered from companies such as Maxon motors, but they
tend to cost more than $100 or even $200 USD each when
they include a position sensor.2 In contrast, the iTouch
device at the University of Michigan instead contains a
voice-coil motor, which is hand-wound by students [5].
However, making a large number of devices is time in-
tensive, and the part specifications are not available in an
open-source hardware format.

In our own prior work, we have used the least expen-
sive general-purpose force-feedback robotic arm called the
NovInt Falcon. Over the past several years, its price has
ranged between $100 USD and $250 USD. The Falcon is
designed primarily for gaming, so it is inexpensive and is
accessible to musicians [7]. Conveniently, it has an open-

1 http://acroe.imag.fr/ergos-technologies
2 http://www.maxonmotor.com/
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source driver compatible with Mac OS X, Windows, and
Linux [8]; however, the appearance and size of the device
can be less appealing to musicians. Also in our own prior
work, we have alternatively emphasized that radically dif-
ferent actuator configurations can be artistically interest-
ing, such as the haptic drum, which uses a woofer to actu-
ate a drumstick [9]; however, the Falcon’s geometry can-
not easily be modified because of the complex intercon-
nections of the cables and other parts.

Standardized configurations are useful as they can be
employed in and abstracted to a wider variety of appli-
cations, and indeed this consideration has influenced the
FireFader’s design.

1.2 Requirements

In consideration of prior work and our own experiences,
we arrived at the following requirements for the device de-
sign. The device should

• implement standardized force-feedback control with
collocated sensing,

• be relatively inexpensive yet still perform well
enough for intriguing musical applications,

• have access to high-quality audio converters,

• be compatible with OS X, Linux, and Windows,

• be controllable via double-precision floating-point
physical models [10],

• be easy to assemble,

• be reconfigurable,

• allow additional sensors to be incorporated with
ease,

• inspire musicians with its design,

• be simple enough that students can understand and
reconfigure it, and

• consist of open-source hardwareand open-source
software elements.

2. HARDWARE DESIGN

2.1 Motor

To keep the cost down, we decided to center the design
about a motorized fader, which is a linear potentiome-
ter coupled to a DC motor. Motorized faders are mass-
produced by multiple companies, including ALPS Electric
and Penny + Giles, so the competition can tend to drive
down the price. Furthermore, motorized faders can be
found in many audio mixing consoles, so most profes-
sional musicians are familiar with them already. For that
reason, we thought that musicians might on average be
more interested in force-feedback interaction with a mo-
torized fader than with something more foreign-looking
like a haptic paddle, and we have noticed this trend among
our own students.

Figure 1. FireFader (below) with MIDI keyboard (above)

We compared several different faders, and we eventually
decided to primarily use a motorized fader from ALPS,
which currently can often be purchased at a price of about
$25 USD each new.

We would like to note that the idea of using a motor-
ized fader for new musical applications is not new. Bill
Verplank has maintained a stock of them in the laboratory
at CCRMA for several years, and other human-computer
interface researchers have experimented with them [11],
even for audio applications [12–14]. However, our design
differs due to the availability of new open-source hardware,
an expanded sensing design, and we agree with the philos-
ophy that the user should be able to use powerful float-
ing point computations for the feedback control, to prevent
getting distracted by a need to write efficient firmware.

2.2 Concept

For musical applications, it could be interesting to com-
bine the FireFader’s force feedback with other more com-
mon user interfaces. In other words, building a keyboard
with all force-feedback keys is very impressive [15]; how-
ever, one can still obtain interesting interactions with the
combination of a single degree-of-freedom force-feedback
device and a standard MIDI keyboard. Figure1 shows a
FireFader prototype (below) and a small MIDI keyboard
(above).

2.3 Lights

While force feedback can easily change the nature of in-
teraction from a performer’s perspective, in many situa-
tions the audience might not perceive the presence of the
force feedback. Thus, we thought the device might bene-
fit from a method for communicating the force level to the
audience, in line with the concept of multisensory simu-
lation with coherent multimodal feedback [16]. A bright
light helps suggest the metaphor offire, suggesting power,



Figure 3. Specification image for top plate for one fader

excitement, and extraordinariness. This explains why we
named the device theFireFader, which helps to further dis-
tinguish it from other user interfaces that lack active haptic
feedback.

We employed a light to indicate the force level for each
fader. Even if the audience would not realize that the lights
communicated the force level, the lights could probably at
least draw attention to the force itself. Furthermore, we
thought this feature might seem exciting and inspiring to
musicians, emphasizing the distinction between a common
digital musical interface and an interface with force feed-
back.

We experimented with over 50 different lights in order
to find a bright light that looks appealing over the motor
driver’s dynamic range. One good solution is a 5W Halo-
gen lamp, which has a slightly yellowish tinge to it as seen
in Figure1. Other lights may be less delicate, such as a
20mm LED in series with a 1W 100 ohm resistor, or a 12V
LED replacement lamp.

2.4 Enclosure

We wished to provide an open-source method for creating
enclosures for the FireFader. Laser-cut parts are appeal-
ing due to low cost, ease of reconfigurability, and the wide
variety of materials available for laser cutting. While it is
possible to build entire enclosures using laser cutting meth-
ods,3 these enclosures tend to involve a lot of screws and
look unusual due to the inability to laser-cut threaded screw
holes. For this reason, we decided to laser-cut only the top
plate for the enclosure, including the long groove for the
fader itself, and to fix the top plate to part of a standard
plastic box. Figure3 shows the open specification image
for the single-fader top plate that matches the Strapubox
2003 SW bottom with outer dimensions 160mm by 83mm
by 52mm. Using open-source software such as Inkscape,
the top plate specification could easily be modified to fit
another mass-produced box. The final enclosure design
is shown in Figure4, which incorporates two motorized
faders.

2.5 Electronics

The electronics are based around the Arduino Nano 3.0
microcontroller, which plugs directly into the 2MOTOR

3 http://support.ponoko.com/entries/20344437-laser-cut-project-box-
tutorial

Figure 4. Final FireFader enclosure design incorporating
two motorized faders
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H-bridge add-on board. The schematics for both of these
boards are available on Gravitech’s website.4 The inter-
connecting wires for the remaining components are given
in the schematic for the FireFader (see Figure2).

3. SOFTWARE DESIGN

3.1 Signal Flow

The FireFader communicates with a laptop in order to gain
access to fast real-time floating point computation and
high-quality audio converters. The usage of the laptop also
eases programming the FireFader because code efficiency
is less of a concern.

The signal flow describing how the FireFader and laptop
work together is shown in Figure5. First the Arduino mea-
sures the position of the fader via the ADC. Then the Ar-
duino uses its FTDI chip to send the measured position to
the laptop over a serial interface provided by USB. The lap-
top runs an application to control the FireFader. Currently
Max/MSP, Pure Data (pd), Chai3D, and a generic applica-
tion are supported. This application receives the position
of the fader and computes a reaction force. The application
sends the reaction force over the serial interface via USB
to the Arduino, which uses the 2MOTOR H-bridge board
to exert the reaction force via the motor (see Figure5).

3.2 Arduino Firmware

An Arduino firmware program runs on the Arduino to fa-
cilitate the signal flow shown in Figure5. A main loop on

4 http://www.gravitech.us/
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Figure 2. FireFader schematic for controlling two motorized fadersand two halogen lamps

the Arduino repeats the following steps over and over. We
describe them in detail here because the explanation could
be helpful for users who want to modify the firmware when
reconfiguring the device:

1. While input serial data from the laptop is available,
read it in, and write the most recent force commands
to the PWM pins for controlling the motors.

2. For each fader, sample its analog input multiple
times and average the result to obtain an estimate of
its position.

3. Sample the analog inputs for additional ADC pins,
to be used with any generic sensors, while averaging
the results.

4. Perform capacitive sensing for each of the faders.

5. Send the sentinel character 255 over the output serial
interface to indicate that a new packet of information
is available.

6. Send the position of each fader, clipping it to the
range 0 to 254 to avoid confusion with the sentinel.

7. Send the values from the other sensors, clipping each
value again to the range 0 to 254 to avoid confusion
with the sentinel.

8. Send the low-pass filtered capacitive sensing value
from each fader, clipping it to the range 0 to 254.

9. Wait for approximately 100µs.

The wait statement helps prevent the serial bus from get-
ting overrun with data. To slow down the firmware for de-
bugging, the wait statement can be changed to values such
as 100 ms or 1 s.

3.3 Host Software on Laptop

3.3.1 Custom Application

Physical models for controlling the FireFader can be gen-
erated using the Synth-A-Modeler software package [17].

It generates Faust DSP code that can be compiled into
a custom application that accesses the FireFader directly
via USB and produces output audio via Jack [18]. How-
ever, some users may prefer to employ the FireFader from
within other common sound synthesis environments. For
this reason, we have provided sample driver code for
Max/MSP and Pure Data (pd).

3.3.2 Configuring the Feedback Control Delay

In order for the FireFader to work well, the feedback con-
trol delay needs to be short, yet each element in the feed-
back loop contributes some delay. We have optimized the
delay of the elements in the loop as best possible subject to
the low-cost design. The application running on the laptop
contributes some delay, so we provide some tips here for
reducing that delay.

In Max/MSP and Pure Data (pd), the position of the Fire-
Fader is received as an event. Thus, events need to be pro-
cessed frequently, which can be configured by adjusting
the scheduler. In Max/MSP 5 the scheduler interval can be
set to 1ms in the Preferences window under “Scheduler.”
In Pure Data (pd), the scheduler interval can be set us-
ing the startup switch “-sleepgrain 1” although under some
conditions better performance can be achieved using “-rt
-sleepgrain 1” to also enable real-time scheduling if avail-
able on the operating system.

Finally, it is essential to set the default value for the FTDI
chip’s latency timer to 1ms. This cannot be set by the Ar-
duino firmware, but it can be set via the FTDI driver on the
laptop. Accordingly, it is essential to follow instructions5

for setting the FTDI latency. Otherwise, the serial buffer
on the FTDI chip on the Arduino may not be flushed as
often, increasing the latency of the force feedback by as
much as 16ms or more.

Under OS X with Max/MSP 5, we measured the round-
trip control delay to be roughly 3.5ms on average. This is
about the same as the latency for the open-source NovInt
Falcon driver, which also uses a serial link over USB via
an FTDI chip. Performance under Pure Data (pd) has been

5 http://projectgus.com/2011/10/notes-on-ftdi-latency-with-arduino/



good on the Beagle Board xM but not as good under OS
X. We are continuing to debug the performance in pd for
OS X.

4. TOUCH SENSE ENABLE

If feedback control with a large gain is desired, which can
be the case when modeling a very stiff spring or strong
damper, then the force feedback can cause a haptic de-
vice to become unstable, especially if the delay around the
control loop is significantly long. Instability is a poten-
tial problem because it can damage the device. However, a
user generally provides a stabilizing influence when touch-
ing a device [19].

Thus, for devices such as the FireFader, which are subject
to relatively long feedback control delays, it is a good idea
to only enable the force feedback when the user is touching
the fader knob. This “touch sense enable” feature allows
for programming interactions with larger gains, because
the feedback is disabled when the user releases the fader
knob. The feature can be implemented via capacitive sens-
ing of the “touch sense” pin that is electrically connected
to the fader knob with a little help from the firmware and
the 1MΩ pull-up resistor (see Figure2).

5. TESTING

5.1 Instructional Prototypes

We evaluated the FireFader from an instructional perspec-
tive using five prototypes. Students in the Music 250A
course at Stanford University used the prototypes to com-
plete a musical design-oriented exercise in October 2011:
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/wiki/250aHapticsLab 2011

The laboratory exercise was motivated by a previous exer-
cise by Bill Verplank [4] adapted for the new device. In the
new exercise, students programmed by specifying physical
models instead of writing plain C code [20]. The results
indicated that students could program much more complex
designs using physical modeling than when writing plain
C code.

5.2 Example Projects

Example projects have provided more opportunity to re-
fine the FireFader’s design. Figure6 shows theSound
Flinger by Chris Carlson, Eli Marschner, and Hunter Mc-
Curry. The four faders allow users to interact with a virtual
mass sliding along the edges of a square, while the posi-
tion of the mass set the angle at which an audio input was
reproduced within a room [21].

For PROJECT SQUEEZE, Joel Sadler and Shruti Gupta
constructed a single degree-of-freedom exoskeletal haptic
pincher out of the FireFader parts [22]. The pincher was
made primarily out of laser-cut acrylic, including a piece
which links the fader handle with the thumb (see Figure7).

Edgar Berdahl constructedString-U-Topiausing an early
FireFader prototype to implement a plucked interaction
with a triplet of virtual strings [23].

Figure 6. TheSound Flinger

Figure 7. Exoskeletal haptic pincher fromPROJECT
SQUEEZE

The design of the light can also be important. We show
a few frames from a video clip of an older prototype in
Figure9 to further illustrate the effect of the lighting.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The design of the FireFader has been an iterative process
and was first announced in an abstract published by the
Acoustical Society of America [24]. This paper serves to
provide detail on the design, how musicians have been us-
ing it, and the full open-source disclosure of the hardware
and software.

The FireFader hardware components, Arduino firmware,
pictures, and drivers for Max/MSP, Pure Data, Chai 3D,
and sample generic application can be found in the archive:
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/ ˜ eberdahl/FireFader.zip

The device is simple, open-source, and reconfigurable,
so we hope that it will appeal to musicians as well as the
broader DIY community. We have started a Google Group
for providing support for the platform and generally trying
to galvanize the DIY community:
http://groups.google.com/group/open-source-haptics- for-artists

We believe that the FireFader is the only completely
open-source hardware and software system for building

https://ccrma.stanford.edu/~eberdahl/FireFader.zip
http://groups.google.com/group/open-source-haptics-for-artists


Figure 8. String-U-Topia

Figure 9. An older prototype of the FireFader at work

haptic musical instruments with force feedback. It is rela-
tively inexpensive, with the total cost of the parts adding up
to about $150 USD for two faders. The capacitive sensing
feature allows for the force-feedback to be enabled only
when the user is touching the knob, allowing for imple-
menting force feedback with relatively large control gains
despite the relatively long feedback control delay of 3.5ms
on average.

Finally, the FireFader is so small and convenient that we
plan to teach workshops with it to introduce more mem-
bers of the community to what force-feedback has to offer
for them. In future work, we will create a library of physi-
cal models for controlling the FireFader to help teach users
how to integrate force feedback into their own musical in-
strument designs.

A. ESTIMATING DOWNWARD PRESSURE

Adding motors is more expensive than adding sensors. In
this appendix, we describe how to inexpensively sense the
downward pressure that the user applies to the fader.

In fact, if one covers the fader knob with resistive fabric
such as sold by EeonTex and presses on the knob [25], an
analog signal related to the downward pressure is already

Figure 10. Motorized fader with FSRs under each end

Figure 11. Motorized fader with FSRs placedon top

obtainable via the capacitive sensing circuit (see connec-
tions to pin D9 in Figure2). However, we found this sens-
ing approach to be noisy, and it only provided a small dy-
namic range.

We made further experiments using inexpensive force-
sensing resistors (FSRs). At first we tried placing an FSR
underneath each end of the motorized fader as shown in
Figure10, mounting the entire fader on top of the project
box (not shown). The idea was to combine the sensed
signals to estimate the downward pressure applied by the
finger. However, we found that the measurements to be
marginal, perhaps due to the compliance of the motor
mounting.

Next we tried placing the FSRson topof the motorized
fader as shown in Figure11, so that they could be sand-
wiched in between the motorized fader and the project box.
We found this approach to work much better.

Figure 12 shows all of the sandwich elements, includ-
ing also a white piece of compliant double-stick tape and a
spring-loaded piece of acrylic to preload the FSR. When
the user pushed downward on the fader knob, the fader
pulled downward on the screw in the center (see arrow in
Figure12) to reduce the preload on the FSR. The orienta-
tion of the sandwich elements is shown in two profiles in
Figure13.

The dynamic range of the sensor signal needed to be
increased in order to obtain a high-quality measurement.
Figure 14 shows the circuit we used to obtain a gain of
1 + (Rf/Rg) = 8. The trimpotRs adjusted the offset
voltage for the sensor signal, and it had a similar effect
to changing the tightness of the four preload-adjustment
screws (see Figure12). In a more refined implementation,
the trimpot could probably have been replaced with fixed
resistors and the calibration performed using only the four
preload-adjustment screws.

To estimate the downward pressure applied by the user,
the sensed parameters were combined.FSRboth described
the sum of the two FSR measurements:

FSRboth[n] = FSR1[n] + FSR2[n]. (1)



Figure 13. Sandwich elements shown with motorized fader removed (left: bottom view also with acrylic removed, right:
side view with acrylic)

pFSR[n] =

{

0, if ccapsense[n] < cthresh
FSRboth[ntouch]− FSRboth[n], otherwise

(2)

Figure 12. Sandwich elements with arrow showing the
direction of the force that the fader end can exert on the
sandwich

With the amplification, the FSR signals were subject to
noticeable hysteresis [26]. However, we could reduce the
effect of the hysteresis using the capacitive sensing signal
ccapsense[n] to keep track of when the user was touching
and releasing the fader knob (see (2) — cthresh was a ca-
pacitive sensing threshold parameter to be calibrated de-
pending on the electrical properties of the surrounding en-
vironment, andntouch + 1 indicated the most recent time
index at which the signalpFSR[n] became non-zero).

Finally, by forming a linear combination of these two sig-
nals, we obtained a relatively inexpensive estimate of the
downward force.

ptotal[n] = α · pFSR[n] + β · ccapsense[n], (3)

whereα > 0 andβ > 0.
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